
Take Photograph

Save with 
default name

Await user input

Give File Name

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Add Audio Note

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Hear Image 
recognition 
/description

Delete Photo

Photo taken

No further Action

“I want to...”

Description given

NoCon�rm

Await user input No further action

Change Change

Save as image

Snap Audio / Video

Save with 
default name

Await user input

Give File Name

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Add Audio Note

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Playback Delete File

Prepare recording 
from past 5 seconds

No further Action

“I want to...”

NoCon�rm

Await user input

Change Change

No additional 
keyword

User wants to keep 
recording

Stop recording

Prepare footage

Documentation

Save as...

Image Document

Add to album No further action

Await user input

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Change

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Change

Con�rm

Saved!

Search for 
Existing Album Create new Album

Give Album Name

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Change

Search query 
returned?YesYesTell user results

Yes

Save to 
Destination?

Saved!

YesNo

YesNo

Add to album No further action Saved!

Search for 
Existing Album Create new Album

Give Album Name

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Change

Search query 
returned?YesYesTell user results

Yes

Save to 
Destination?

Saved!

YesNo

YesNo

Awareness

What’s going on?

Description of scene
via image recognition

Landscape Interior Context awareness
(Various human activity or 

infrastructure)

“I want to...”

Record the moment

hear more about ___
(Can be anything 
from identifying 

objects to reading 
signs, documents, or 

screen)

Anything Else?

Further description

YesNo

Go to ____

Do _____

Okay
(User satis�ed)

Additional actions

Social interaction

Who is this
 person (people)?

Tell user name of individual

Describe the person(s),
Identify those the machine 

recognizes

Person known to AI Person unknown

One person Several people

There are ___  people,
One of them might be _____ 

(someone whose 
identity is saved)

Identify saved person(s)

All are familiar to 
the machine

Okay
(User satis�ed)

None are familiar to 
the machine

Repeat basic description, describe 
facial expression, body language, 

comings and goings.

“Tell me more 
about ....”

“His/her name 
is _____”

Con�rm, or 
Make Changes?

Con�rm

“My  name 
is _____”

Navigation

“I’m going to 
starbucks”

(prompt map 
navigation)

Change

Finalize decision. User 
may also specify the 

route.

AI con�rms 
destination / 

ask for user input if 
there are multiple 

options from query

YesNo

Distance over 1 mi
“Are you using 

public 
Transportation?”

Begin Walking Turn 
by Turn directions YesYes

Use Google Transit 
Data and inform user 
of current public 
transportation 
availability to 
desired destination

Arrival

Machine may 
detect and read 
signages while user 
travels

“I need to go to the 
bathroom”

(Begin interactive 
indoors guidance)

AI saw location or item in 
question (or signage leading 

to it) or has the location saved 
previously

“OK, I know 
where to go”

Begin indoors 
navigation to 

location OR nearest 
signage/clue

AI does not have 
information in 

memory

“I don’t know where 
it is, but I can help 

you �nd it”

Begin guided 
exploration. AI will 

inform the user 
about signages, 

symbols, space, and 
items of relevance.

Arrival to the clueAI only knows of 
nearby signage or 

clue

AI only knows 
approximate 

location

Arrival

“Help me �gure out _______”
(Anything from reading 

restaurant menus or books, 
to operating household 

appliances)

AI does not 
recognize the 

activity

AI knows task user is 
attempting to 

accomplish.

Begin interactive 
guidance. Uses 

image recognition of 
artifacts and user’s 
hands to guide the 

user’s hands and 
activity.

Task complete, user 
satis�ed.

Assist user by 
identifying written 

languages or known 
symbols. Accuracy 
and success may 

vary.

Task completed or 
user gives up.

USER
UNRESPONSIVE

CALL 
EMERGENCY 

CONTACT UP TO 
5 TIMES 

(automated)

CALL 
911/EMERGENCY 

RESPONSE 
(automated)

INFORM 
BYSTANDERS OF 

EMERGENCY
UNTIL FURTHER 

INPUT VIA SPEAKER

OBSTACLE!

User Responds

INFORM USER OF 
DIRECTION OF 
OBSTACLE AND 
RECOMMEND 

COURSE

AI senses impending social 
interaction (person approaching 
towards the user, or recognizes 

user’s name being called)

User allows \AI 
interruption

Aida:
Conversational User Interface (CUI) Flowchart

Keys:

User Decision

User Action

System Action

Variable

Audible Feedback

Haptic Feedback
(Vibration)

User Prompts A.I.

H
Hot button

May be assigned to one 
feature at a time

Feature Umbrella

H

H H

H H


